A Trying to Establish Max Common Recognition by Program Purifying Truth.
Following are decisive truthes for establishing unique and only recognitions for saving the
emergent world. You(scientist and those who could do) must opt yes or no for each
numbering propositions to establish global massive solidarity against the evils. 2012/3/29

LO G IC BAS IS <☠☞:see APPENDIX:Summary of Propositional Logic>.
A proof is showing self-evident validity as for result=Q from cause=P(＝universal common
tautology
recognition(concept previously established by observing experience by all＝tautology
tautology)).
For example P={A=B,B=C},then Q={A=C}.Then note that such variables A,B,C can be
tautology
anything all observable (tautology
tautology).On the other hand, true is an universal common
tautology,expermental low)
recognition(observing) for result from cause by anyone(tautology,expermental
low).
Goedel Completeness Theorem
deterministic causality
L1/:Goedel
L1/
Theorem(deterministic
causality):
A deterministic causalitycal truth is provable to be unique.
＊This

is the Most Foundation of Science.

Imcompleteness Theorem
probability) due to information loss
L2/:Imcompleteness
L2/
Theorem(rr andomness
andomness(probability)
loss):
There must be something indefinite in non-contradictional theory with natural number
Statistical Phenomena caused by something singularity(information
information loss
theory＝Statistical
loss) .
http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf

exampleL2-1)Infinity＝∞ in natural number set.
exampleL2-2)zero＝1/∞ in real number. ⇒ M1/:
exampleL2-3)Information loss in decision making is to become probabilitycal one.
Contradiction causing Soft System Decaying in this material world.
L3/:Contradiction
L3
Saying lie(both affirmative and the negative are simultaneously true)is contradiction.
Fraud with lie is begginig of thief,and error shall cause trouble in our dairy life.
Contradiction causing All Mighty Realization in that vacuum world !!!.
Assuming a contradiction(humbug) enable any propositions true
true(≡realizable).
Therefore,our physical world could not so,but non-physical(vacuum) one could be so !!!
!!!.
⇒ Q2/, God the all mighty being.
Note "true " could be defined as an observable realization in physical world.but false is
Quantum Physics originaly experimental science was found to be theoretically
not.Quantum
reconstructed from logic on observation
observation(Birkof-Neumann).It must not be metaphysical
idealism,but physical science K.Goedel the father of modern logic was not Jewish,but he
idealism,
could not help to refugee to USA. And also there,he encountered tragedycal death.

Mathematics Basis:
M1/:real number zero is indefinite,so it can be both nothing and simultaneously non-nothing.
M1
Note "zero" is something contradictional !!!.

proof)Max number＝M in natural one set is indefinite{1,2,3,4,.........,M},So the least real
number zero of 1/M in set{1/1,1/2,1/3,1/4,.........,1/M}must be also indefinte.

exampleM1-1)chaos
chaos.
stochastic sample process
process(a realization as deterministic being) with the realization
probability by zero. Those are observable and simultaneously non-observable

exampleM1-2) a solution of fluid equation with finite friction term can not long term one.
Short term weather prediction is possible,but long term one is not.

exampleM1-3) geometrical size of elementary particles in standard theory are all zero.
None could determine geometrical size of eletron !!!.

exampleM1-4)The tragedy of G.Kantor the farther of modern mathematics foundation.
From the beggining ,real number can not be sequentially arryed due to the definiteness.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantor%27s_diagonal_argument
Any concerned set is countable of Aleph-0(discrete natural number).

Quantum Physics Basis:
Non-contradictionality of observable physical world
Q1/:Non-contradictionality
Q1/
world.
In observable physical world,both a realization and the negated one could not be
simultaneously realized.We never can see double images,but observe unique realization.

exampleQ1)Causality:
Causality:That a cause yields unique result is to establish mathematical
relation(L1). Arithmatic as cause(left terms) to result(right term) a×b＝c,
Contradictionality of non observable nothing(
vacuum
)world.
Q2/:Contradictionality
Q2/
nothing(vacuum
vacuum)world.
)world.⇔ M1/
If nothing world be,the world could not have any finite physical low of non-nothing one.
Because,none could prove being of any finite low in nothing stage. Therefore it could be
all-mighty world without any restriction of physical low of non-nothing world.
Therefore this universe could start its creation from the all-mighty world. Then once
observable matter had been created,those must become non-contradictional world(Q1/)＝
Birth of the Physical Low(Quantum Physics).

exampleQ2)The all-mighty world is simultaneously that of God.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Thus author had turned to be God beliver and had noticed many marvelously important
ancient religions prophecies toward apocalyptic now world
world.Ofcourse this impact is not
only for author,but also for you !!!.This section is the most kernel and the aim of this report.

Climate Science the most emergent at now world
world.
Why such outrageous facts has been hiding or neglecting is the most mystery at now world.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.climate-change-emergency-medical-response.org/ipcc-reasons-for-concern.html
By anyhow,this is the highest priority emergent problem at now world without any doubt.
Time left for rescueing may be less than about 5 years.
C1/:GHG emission rise global Temperature by outgoing heat deficit(radiative forcing)
forcing)..
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_A.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt

Earth's heating up is decisively evident in above heat budget equation both by observation
and theory !!!. 97% climate sceintists affirm man-made global warming.
C2/:Facing the reality of devastated world by climate change disasters.
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_B.pdf

.... within the next 8 years we have STOPPED using fossil fuels
fuels,
http://www.planetextinction.com/index.html
Extreme Weather of Last Decade Part of Larger Pattern Linked to Global Warming.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/03/120325173206.htm

C3/:Arcitc Methane Catastrphe Possibility the most emergent crisis at now world.
C3/:Arcitc
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_C.pdf

ARCTIC METHANE EMERGENCY GROUPE
http://ameg.me/
Imminent collapse of Arctic sea ice drives danger of accelerated methane thaw.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/rebuttal-imminent-collapse-of-arctic.html
Runaway Global Warming—A Climate Catastrophe in the Making.
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/runaway-heating.html
climate change catastrophe).
C4/:The global countermeasure against CCC(
CCC(≡climate
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf

ARCTIC METHANE EMERGENCY GROUPE
http://ameg.me/
(the most emergent problem at now)!.
C5/: Arctic Ice lid vanising become accelated
accelated(the
http://www.777true.net/Unless-Drastic-Counter-Measure_Arctic-Ice-Lid-Vanish-wouldBecome-Catastrophic.pdf
ARCTIC METHANE EMERGENCY GROUPE
http://ameg.me/
C6/:FireBall Earth Prophecy in John's revelation(Apocalypse) and in Al Qur'an.
see exampleQ2)
The last stage of Arcitc methane catastrophe would be fireball earth due to the huge amount
of reservior (500～1000GtC) eruption by temperature rise in Arctic seaflor and zundra.
!0GtC eruption would cause twice temerature rise since industrial revolution.
Then the eruption become strong GHG, which accelate more temperature rise and eruption.
Once the terrible positive feedback had been triggered,it could not be stopped untill full
eruption(huge amount of flamable gas CH4),which would turn to cause this earth fireball
one.
C7/:The essense of prophecies in the Bible and in Al Qur'an.

see exampleQ2)

After all,mankind with free will(however God knows its future)and without repentance would
cause own extinction due to their sin(without repentance).Therefore God who have known
those has been warning toward mankind.Note it is not God,but mankind-themselves who
are to cause own extinction.Extremely to tell,mission of the Bible and Al Qur'an may be
Satan against God,without repentance and mankind is the kernel problem of now
these.Satan
world.

Economy now the Deluional Science ?!
:Economy Calculus(Economy Network Dynamics).
EⅠ:Economy
In the long history of mankind,economy had been that of self-sufficient agriculture without
expertizing.Many would disdrain those civilizations due to the far poor than that of today,but
they would be deeply regret today's ultra excess economy of decadance(CCC) before long.
By developping comercial trading due to divisional expertizing productions,problems of
monetary flows) and the stability.
economy today beomes analyzing trading amount(
amount(＝monetary
(Economy Network Dynamics(END) with variables trajectory forcasting or planning).
http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pdf
outgoing
incoming
Then economy actors has been entirely devouring to gain profit
profit＝outgoing
outgoing－incoming
incoming.
outgoing
incoming
However it's impossible to make all of them rich without debt
debt＝outgoing
outgoing－incoming
incoming.
They had entirely been hiding or never had been refering above serious relations.
Total Sum of Debt
Total Sum of Bond in closed dealing system.
E1/:Total
E1/
Debt＝Total
http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
Someone's debt must be someone's bond.There is no debt without lender.There is no bond
without borrower.So above fundamental financial equation may be evident without calculus.
Author could not find economy textbooks which state the zero sum theorem.Why not ?.
Maybe strong delusion with prejudice for money,most of themy had been considering
monetary assets is larger than debts.Thus Lehaman bankraptcy(2008)may had occured.
Debt has entirely been transfered to PUBLIC from privates with conserving Bond.
E2/:Debt
E2/
Consequently sovereign crisis in many nations now revealed. Unless wealthys bond
vanishing,borrowers debt never be vanished.Recession is due to private economy collapse,
so people would lose their income to become poor.While also the last rescue public
function
(government) becoming poor would be "total collapse except very few wealthy"
wealthy".
:Economy encountering Climate Change Crisis(CCC).
EⅡ:Economy
The established global economy system with huge carbon energy is impossible
E3/:The
E3/
impossible.
As was mentioned in Climate Science,
Science,the possible surviving economy sytem must be
with less than 20% carbon energy. By anyhow,the established system never can be.
.................................................................................................................................
Now you could see that massive of us now has been facing unprecedental,
(to be, or not to be).
emeregent and extremely serious double crisis of our life
life(to

Hereupon those could not help to be final option of ideology whether we should
co-live with least,or few should live with most.

EⅢ::The Final Opting for Religion-Economy Ideology and the Regime.
E4/:opting operation EndGame due to Eugenics Ideology(Satan side)
E4/
side).
＊EndGame HQ full length version
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
＊The madness of NAZIS(Japanese)
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
Hell of eugenics is fact and could be seen in NAZIS history.Note they never be exterminated,
but has reincurnated as the Bilderbergers and CIA-military industry complex in USA.
It is terribly ignorant and stupid that curent trend of now world is this line due to CCC.
The final stage might be atomic bomb AB-war exterminating most of lives on earth.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
Carefully note that most cruel AB war method coud also be easier way to stop CCC by
reducing carbon emission and by cooling this hotter earth with long years nuclear dusty
cloudy shutting down solar ray input.Those details must be surveyed and warned
emergently.
E5/:opting operation Global Ramadan due to Religion Ideology(God side)
E5/
side).
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-withGeo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf
On the contrary to above endgame op,this op would be long tough years(RAMADAN).
However the victory shall re-create hoplefull new healthy world forever.
As its very original principle,we should live in old and naive traditional way.Modern decadant
technolgy is mere strong delusion to own extermination..After all,people now world has been
in the last actual trial whether they could opt to co-live,or not.
Job securing in operation Global Ramadan or in National Family Economy.
E6/:Job
E6/
Economy..
How to secure our life and jobs both in the Great Resession and in Coming Wild CCC ??.
An answer may be evergybody becoming solider as public servants in semi-wartime
rationning regime.Whole nation people should be a famiy with a mother government.
http://www.777true.net/National_Family_Economy_System.pdf
May all people be with glory of God !!!.

the skll & bones in SCIENCE)-.
APPENDIX: -Summary of Propositional Logic(
Logic(the
See A2:Introduction to the basic low of comprehension≡Logic
http://www.777true.net/Firstproblem-USA.pdf
The duty of science
proposition
⑴The
science((LOGIC
LOGIC)) is judge it
it((≡proposition
proposition)) true or false
false..
proposition＝:judgemental statement as(subject + predicate)≡A which must decisively
proposition
1,or false≡0
0.
can be judge to be either true≡1
negation:
1 become false＝0,
0, and false＝0
0 become true＝1
1.
⑵negation:
negation:⌐A≡not A. then true＝1
Turning false could make ture !!!!!!
☠☞:Turning
inference:
⑶inference:
inference:A⊂B:If cause＝A(presupposition),then result＝Ｂ(conclusion).
B＝1

B＝0

Also inference≡I is proposition to be judged 0,1.

A＝1

A⊂B＝1

A⊂B＝0

Note if presupposition＝Ａ is false
false,then conclusion of either

A＝0

A⊂B＝1

A⊂B＝1

humbug
B＝0 or 1 could become right inference(humbug
humbug)

meanings !!!!!!
☠☞:As for the table,you must The
carefully
examine
those inference
conclusion
is either
B=1.0
choas lowless
A false presupposition(contradiction⑻)could cause any inference true
true(choas
lowless).
proof(modus ponens
MP):
⑷proof(modus
ponens≡MP):
MP):{A＝1, A⊂B＝1},then B＝1.
Only case of both presupposition and inference are true,then conclusion=B is true.
universal true inference(deterministic causality)
tautology.
⑸universal
causality)＝tautology.
For any meaning of {A,B},A⊂B≡1.then the inference is called tautology(the kernel in proof).
example)P={A=B,B=C},then Q={A=C}; P⊂Q≡1
If we defined as A=falling rain,B＝growing plants,then inference could be either true,or false.
where rain falling land is soil or asphalt. Then the inference could not be tautology.
the structure of tautology:
⑹the
tautology:<∨≡or junction,∧≡and juction>
A⊂B≡⌐A∨B. As for becomeing (⌐A∨B)≡1,B＝A∨R.<Ｒ＝arbitrary>
⌐A
A

B

Essence of Tautology is repeating same words.If cause

Ａ.then result (Ａ∨R)＝B.
Example1) heat injection causes temperature rise,then temperature rise was defined
as something indicating higher by heat injection.This is taughtology.
Example2)Newton dynamics equation F (force)＝m(mass)xa(accelation) is not taughtolgy,

but fundamental postulate(low experimental) in dynamics theory.
Example3)General Science Theory＝Logic(skull bones)＋Fundamental Postulates(flesh).
Predicate Logic can become Proposition Logic by the descrete expansions.
⑺Predicate
As for all(a certain)x, "x is Ｐ"≡∀xＰx(∃xＰx).< Predicate Logic>. Also see exampleM1-4).
semantix
noun set x≡{x1,x2, x3,x4,x5,......} and predicate＝P are all bservable(semantix
semantix).
While the symbol relations are called syntax
syntax.Note each (xjＰxj)is a propositional logic.
∀xＰx＝(x1Ｐx1)∧(x2 Ｐx2)∧(x3Ｐx3)∧(x4Ｐx4 )∧(x5Ｐx5)∧(x6Ｐx6)∧......
∃xＰx＝(x1Ｐx1)∨(x2 Ｐx2)∨(x3Ｐx3)∨(x4Ｐx4 )∨(x5Ｐx5)∨(x6Ｐx6)∨......
Contradiction: ⌐A∧A＝1.
⑻Contradiction:
simultaneous realization(true) of affirmative somthing and the negative.
*Famous example may be ancient China tale.A weapon merchant was selling spear and
shield with saying this spear can break any shield and that shield can protect any spear.
A passer asked him "what would happen when this spear hits that shield ??".
Thus contradiction in this world is such as false
false(or error
error) in something software-like.
Mistaken design or machine trouble is error in those normal function.
DestructionTheorem) if ⌐A＝A＝1(contradiction)、then any arbitrary B＝1(true).
DestructionTheorem
proof)⌐A⊂(A⊂B)≡⌐A⊂(⌐A∨B)≡[A∨(⌐A∨B)]≡(A∨⌐A)∨B≡1(taughtology).
Hence ⌐A＝1,⌐A⊂(A⊂B)≡1,→

A⊂B＝1(MP)、

In the other hand,we can derive;A＝1,A⊂B＝1→、B＝1(MP).
Proof by Contradiction(reductio ad absurdum):
⑼Proof
In order to proof B,we show supposing not B can not be non-contradictional.
⒜Direct proof is right:{A＝1, P≡A⊂B＝1},then B＝1.
⒝Indirect proof:if A＝1,and ⌐B＝1,then ⌐P∧P＝1(deriving contradiction).
Proof)IfA＝1, B＝0,→ P≡A⊂B≡(⌐A∨B)＝0. hence ⌐P＝1,hence ⌐P∧P＝1.

